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Nomenclature

MN: nominal moment of the member

MU: ultimate moment of the member

MF,LIM: limit overturning moment of the foundation

leading to bearing capacity failure

MF: moment acting on the foundation determined

from base shear

MP–D: moment induced by P–D effect

FY: yielding curvature of the member

FU: ultimate curvature of the member

FY: yielding force of the member

FU: ultimate force of the member

DY: yielding displacement of the member

DU: ultimate displacement of the member

DSL: limit state displacement of the member

DS: displacement of the pier top due to structure

deformation

DF: displacement of the pier due to foundation

rotation

D: critical pier total displacement

Dcap: displacement capacity for equivalent SDOF

system of the bridge

DTOT: total displacement of the pier

DA1, DA2: displacement of the abutments

Dcap-el: elastic displacement capacity of the bridge

Ddem-el: elastic displacement demand of the bridge

H: pier height

LC: length from the base section to the contraflexure

point in the member

V: base shear force of the pier

VA1, VA2: base shear force of the abutments

Vbase: total base shear force of the bridge

KF: rotational secant stiffness of the foundation

KF,0: initial elastic rotational stiffness of the foun-

dation

Ke: effective stiffness of the global equivalent SDOF

system

Keq: equivalent stiffness of the SDOF fixed-base

oscillator

jS: superstructure damping ratio

jA1, jA2: elastic damping ratio of the abutment

jss: elastic damping ratio of the superstructure

jeq: damping ratio of the equivalent SDOF fixed-base

oscillator

jsys: global system damping ratio of the bridge

jF: rotational damping ratio of the foundation

jF,0: initial elastic rotational damping ratio of the

foundation

u: foundation rotation
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uLIM: limit foundation rotation

uD: stability index

Nmax: vertical static bearing capacity of the foun-

dation

N: total static vertical load applied in the

foundation

FS: static safety factor of the foundation

me: equivalent mass of the bridge

mS: superstructure mass

B, L: sides’ length for rectangular foundation

Ra: radius for circular foundation

Req: equivalent radius for rectangular foundation

hF: constant embedment depth of the foundation

G: shear modulus of the sand

n: Poisson’s ratio of the sand

DR: relative density of the sand

w: friction angle of the sand

c: cohesion of the sand

Vs: shear wave velocity of the sand

m: ductility of the pier

Te: effective period of the bridge

Teq: vibration period of the equivalent SDOF fixed-

base oscillator

R: spectral reduction factor

C/D: safety factor determined by capacity/demand

ratio

s: standard deviation

cv: coefficient of variation

xi: capacity/demand ratio for the ith accelerogram

xm: mean of the capacity/demand ratios

1. Introduction

The integrity and full serviceability of bridges, such as

highway viaducts, may be of major relevance after an

earthquake as they have a fundamental role in the civil

protection emergency response. In Italy, like in other

seismic countries, as many of these ‘strategic’ bridges

have been built either before seismic design provisions

were enforced or based on old seismic design criteria, the

implementation of an efficient and relatively simple

seismic assessment procedure could be a useful tool to

identify structures at risk and to plan rehabilitation works.

For this purpose, we have based our research on the

framework of the direct displacement-based assessment

(DDBA) procedure, introduced by Priestley (1997),

encouraged by the results obtained in recent investigations

(Cardone, Perrone, & Sofia, 2011; Petrini, S�adan, & Calvi,

2009; S�adan, 2009; S�adan, Petrini, & Calvi, 2012) that

applied this approach for the study of simplified bridge

configurations, including several existing bridges. Other

researchworks (Dwairi&Kowalsky, 2006;Kappos,Gidaris,

& Gkatzogias, 2012; Suarez & Kowalsky, 2011) that have

been conducted to accurately evaluate the seismic displace-

ment pattern of bridges provide significant confidence to the

DDBAapproach. Thenovelty of theworkpresentedherein is

the introduction of nonlinear soil–structure interaction

(NLSSI) effects – based on Paolucci, Figini, and Petrini’s

(2013) displacement-based design approach for individual

bridge piers – within the DDBA bridge assessment

framework established by S�adan et al. (2012).

In contrast to linear soil–structure interaction effects, the

role of which on the seismic response of structures has been

discussed (see, for example, Kausel, 2010; Mylonakis &

Gazetas, 2000; Mylonakis, Syngros, Gazetas, & Tazoh,

2006), research on the contribution of NLSSI effects on the

seismic response of structures is still under development. As

pointed out in several recent theoretical and experimental

contributions, for a summary of which the reader is referred

toPecker, Paolucci, Chatzigogos,Correia, andFigini (2012),

nonlinear response of the soil–foundation system is almost

unavoidable during moderate-to-strong earthquakes, with

potential temporary mobilisation of the bearing capacity of

the foundation and development of permanent displace-

ments and rotations. In particular, centrifuge and shaking

table experiments on simple soil–foundation–structure

systems have shown that NLSSI effects may lead to a

substantial reduction in the seismic demand on the structure,

with a balanced distribution of energy dissipation between

the foundation and the structure (Deng, Kutter, & Kunnath,

2012; Drosos et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2012). Accordingly, the

seismic demand on the structure, and the consequent risk

assessment, is generally overestimated, although in some

cases it could be underestimated, when no adequate

considerations on NLSSI effects are integrated in the

framework of evaluation methodology.

Referring, in particular, to the introduction ofNLSSI into

the performance-based design or assessment of bridges,

Kwon and Elnashai (2010) pointed out that nonlinear

dynamic finite-element simulations including simul-

taneously the soil–foundation–bridge system are very

costly from a computational point of view and not suitable to

perform parametric analyses. Ghalibafian, Foschi, and

Ventura (2008) proposed a simple estimation of the NLSSI

effects on the ductility and displacement demand of bridge

piers based on themodification of thefixed-baseddemandby

applying the fraction of the flexible-based period to the

fictitious fixed-basedperiodof the piers. Sextos,Kappos, and

Pitilakis (2003) and Sextos, Pitilakis, and Kappos (2003)

developed a lumped plasticity model for the piers using

inelastic springs located at their ends with the dynamic

impedance matrices for coupled horizontal and rocking

modes of vibration, and applied it to the parametric study of

20 bridges with NLSSI effects.

More recently, Paolucci et al. (2013) proposed a

simplified procedure to introduce NLSSI effects on the

direct displacement-based design (DDBD) of single bridge

piers. The procedure is based on the use of empirical



curves to evaluate the rotational stiffness degradation (KF/

KF,0) and the increase of damping ratio jF as a function of

foundation rotation (u). Iterations are performed to ensure

that admissible values of foundation rotations are

complied, in addition to the standard checks on structural

displacements and drifts. In Figure 1, a set of such curves

is presented for shallow foundations on dry sands, as a

result of a parametric study, illustrated in more detail by

Paolucci, di Prisco, Figini, Petrini, and Vecchiotti (2009).

Empirical formulas for both KF/KF,0(u) and jF(u) as a

function of the static safety factor Nmax/N (where Nmax is

the vertical static bearing capacity and N is the element

static vertical load, including the masses of foundation,

pier and related part of the deck) are introduced for dense

(DR ¼ 90%) and medium-dense (DR ¼ 60%) soil con-

ditions. An extended set of such curves is under

development, based on the availability of new macro-

element model, which is applicable to both cohesive and

granular materials and deep foundations (Correia, 2011).

The main idea behind the procedure introduced by

Paolucci et al. (2013) is the formulation of a linear equivalent

oscillator, following the principles of DDBD, with

equivalent period and damping modified according to the

nonlinear variability of foundation stiffness and damping

with foundation rotation, as illustrated in Figure 1. In this

paper, the aforementionedprocedure is extended to provide a

simplified, yet effective, framework, inwhichNLSSI effects

can be incorporated within the DDBA of straight multi-span

single pier reinforced concrete bridges. Following the

description of themain steps of the procedure, its application

in a set of simplified bridge configurations is presented. The

reliability of the procedure is evaluated performingnonlinear

time-history analyses, while the influence of NLSSI on the

bridge assessment is considered comparing DDBA þ -

NLSSI and DDBA results. In the concluding section, the

limitations and potential applications of the presented

methodology are discussed.

2. Direct displacement-based assessment with NLSSI

procedure

As aforementioned, the DDBA þ NLSSI procedure

presented in this paper is an extension of the DDBA

developed by S�adan et al. (2012) by including NLSSI

effects via an iterative linear-equivalent process developed

by Paolucci et al. (2013). Following the original

formulation by S�adan et al. (2012), the proposed approach

is applicable to simple bridge configurations having
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Figure 1. Influence of the loading conditions on the rotational secant stiffness degradation (top) and damping increase (bottom), for
dense (left) and medium dense (right) sand. Adapted from Paolucci et al. (2009).



single-column piers and continuous deck supported on

bearings, or monolithically connected with the piers

without expansion/seismic gaps. Moreover, the failure in

the structure is only due to the attainment of maximum

displacement capacity of one of the piers, while

superstructure and abutments behave elastically and

deformation of bearing devices is neglected.

In the following, the DDBA þ NLSSI procedure is

described highlighting its novelty with respect to DDBA.

In the DDBA þ NLSSI procedure, three main steps can be

recognised: (1) for each pier on flexible foundation, the

equivalent Single Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) system is

obtained; then (2) the whole bridge is reduced to an SDOF

system; and finally, (3) the assessment of the bridge is

performed. These steps are described in detail in the

following subsections.

2.1. Step 1: simplification of each pier on flexible
foundation as SDOF system

Step 1 (S1) is divided into sub-steps as depicted in

Figure 2, which have to be repeated for each pier as

described in the following.

S1.1. Determination of the pier characteristics for a

given limit state

As common in assessment procedure, all available

structural information (material properties, section geo-

metry, reinforcement type and quantity) should be

collected by in situ inspections or structural drawings

and calculations. The final goal is to describe the nonlinear

behaviour of each pier of the bridge in an approximate way

through a force–displacement curve: it will be used to

calculate the shear force value corresponding to a given

pier top displacement. Following DDBA (S�adan et al.,

2012), using the obtained material properties and

associated limit material strain values for the limit state

being considered as usually given in seismic codes,

moment–curvature analysis for each pier is performed.

The resulting curve is bilinearised, detecting the two

points yielding curvature FY – nominal moment MN and

ultimate curvatureFU – ultimate momentMU, and used to

derive the force–displacement relation, characterised by

the two points yielding displacement DY – yielding force

FYand ultimate displacement DU – ultimate force FU. The

authors refer to Priestley, Calvi, and Kowalsky (2007) for

the description of the bilinearisation process, the definition

of the yielding, nominal and ultimate points according the

pier end-fixity conditions (whether they are connected to

the deck monolithically or by means of bearings) and the

interaction between pier flexural ductility and shear

strength.

In particular, the flexural ductility–shear strength

interaction is calculated using the modified University of

California, San Diego (UCSD) model (Priestley, Seible, &

Calvi, 1996). At the end of this step, for a given limit state,

considering the single pier fixed at the base, it is possible to

Determination of the pier characteristics for a given
limit state:

Moment-curvature analysis: MN, MU,   Y,    U

Bi-linearized force-displacement curve: FY, FU,    Y,    U

Effective mass: mS

Obtained data:     S=   SL, Vbase,    =   S /   Y, 

S=0.05+0.444(   –1)/(     ), MF = Vbase LC

Determination of the foundation characteristics:

Limit values: Nmax, MF,LIM,     LIM

Safety factor: FS

Initial elastic stiffness and damping: KF,0,   F,0

Selection of suitable curves: KF (   ) and   F(   )

First iterative NLSSI procedure:

=MF/KF (   )<    LIM=MF /KF (   )<    LIM (first iteration KF(  ) = KF,0)
MF < MF,LIM

update KF (   )

Convergence
no

yes

Attainment of Equivalent SDOF oscillator with flexible base

Total displacement:     TOT =  S +  F (Eq. 2)

Effective stiffness: Keq=Vbase /   TOT F (Eq. 3)

Effective period: Teq = 2   (mS/Ke)
0.5

F (Eq. 4)

Effective system damping:     eq= (  S      S+   F   F)/ (   S+   F)F (Eq. 5)

Calculate KF (   ),   F (   ),    F

Figure 2. Step 1: simplification of each pier on flexible foundation as SDOF system.



calculate the limit state displacement DSL due to the

structure deformation. Hence, from the bilinearised curve,

the base shear Vbase is obtained and the base moment

transmitted to the foundation is equal to MF ¼ Vbase·LC,

where LC is the length from the base section to the

contraflexure point in the member (taking into account

different end-fixity conditions). The mass of each pier mS

is calculated as the combination of one-third of the overall

pier mass and the deck load portion which rests on it

(Priestley et al., 1996). Finally, the ductility m is calculated

as the ratio between the maximum displacement reached

by the structure; in this step, DS ¼ DSL, and the yielding

displacement DY. If the pier remains in the elastic range, m
is assumed to be equal to one. The damping of the pier is

obtained by the sum of an elastic and inelastic contribution

(Grant, Blandon, & Priestley, 2005):

jS ¼ 0:05þ 0:444ðm2 1Þ
mp

: ð1Þ

S1.2 Determination of the foundation characteristics

For each foundation, all available information in terms of

soil properties (shear modulus G, Poisson’s ratio n and

relative density DR), foundation geometry (height H and

radius R for circular shape or sides length B and L for

rectangular shape) and material characteristics (density)

should be collected by in situ inspections or structural

drawings and calculations. The final goal is to evaluate the

following parameters: (i) the vertical static bearing

capacity, Nmax; (ii) the corresponding static safety factor,

FS ¼ Nmax/N; (iii) the limit overturning moment MF,LIM,

leading to bearing capacity failure, and the limit

foundation rotation uLIM; (iv) the initial elastic rotational

stiffness KF,0 and damping ratio jF,0, determined by

standard formulas (e.g. Gazetas, 1991) reported in Table 1.

The equivalent radii can be used to transform a rectangular

foundation (B £ L) into a circular foundation (R)

according to Table 2. At the end of this step, the empirical

curves describing the variations in foundation rotational

secant stiffness and damping factor are calculated.

S1.3 First iterative procedure for taking NLSSI into

account

In this sub-step [not present in the standard DDBA

procedure proposed by S�adan et al. (2012)], the NLSSI

effects on each single pier, considered separately from the

others, are defined. In particular, it is assumed that the

displacement of the pier top due to structure deformationDS

is equal to the limit displacement DSL calculated in the sub-

step S1.1. Accordingly, Vbase and hence MF, also known

from sub-step S1.1, are fixed into this sub-step. The single

pier on flexible foundation is simply modelled by a system

with two degrees of freedom (2DOF), i.e. the relative

displacement of the structureDS and the foundation rotation

u, in which the structure and the foundation are represented
by two springs in series (Figure 3, left).

The foundation rotation causes a lateral displacement

DF ¼ uH at the top of the oscillator, where H denotes its

height. For simplicity, wewill neglect foundation flexibility

in the horizontal direction, as well as the contribution of the

foundation mass to the total mass mS (Wolf, 1985) of the

structure. OnceMF,LIM, uLIM and KF(u) are known from the

sub-step S1.2 and the condition MF , MF,LIM has been

verified, an iterative process (summarised in Figure 2) is

performed calculating the rotation u , uLIM induced into

the foundation by MF and the corresponding values of

KF(u). At the first iteration, KF is set equal to KF,0, thus, the

initial value of u is the rotation on an elastic soil u0. The
iterative process reaches convergence when there is no

significant change in foundation rotation u between two

subsequent iterations. When convergence is reached, the

foundation damping jF(u) and the rigid displacement

induced by the foundation rotation DF are also calculated.

S1.4 Attainment of equivalent SDOF oscillator with

flexible base

The maximum displacement the pier can reach for a given

limit state is given by

DTOT ¼ DS þ DF ¼ DSL þ DF: ð2Þ

Table 1. Initial elastic rotational stiffness of the foundation.

Mode Strip Circular

Rotational stiffness
KF;0 ¼ 0:5GB 3

12 n
KF;0 ¼ GD 3

3ð12 nÞ

Table 2. Equivalent radii of rectangular footings for different degree of freedom.

Rocking
Torsion

Degree of freedom Translation About x-axis About y-axis About z-axis

Equivalent radius, Req BL

p

� �1=2
BL 3

3p

� �1=4
B 3L

3p

� �1=4
BLðB 2 þ L 2Þ

6p

� �1=4



Following Priestley et al. (2007), the 2DOF compliant

system is replaced by an equivalent SDOF fixed-base

oscillator (Figure 3, right) characterised by the equivalent

stiffness Keq, vibration period Teq and damping ratio jeq
defined by Equations (3)–(5):

Keq ¼ Vbase

DTOT

; ð3Þ

Teq ¼ 2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mS

Keq

r
; ð4Þ

jeq ¼ jFDF þ jSDS

DF þ DS

: ð5Þ

2.2. Step 2: reduction of the bridge to a SDOF system

Once defined the behaviour of each single pier, the

interaction among them has to be taken into account for

obtaining the definition of the displacement profile of the

structure at the given limit state, which depends on the

bridge geometry and stiffness ratio between the elements.

Owing to the high lateral stiffness provided by the

superstructure in the longitudinal direction, together with

the simplified assumptions that the deck remains in elastic

range, deformation of bearing devices is neglected and no

movement joints are considered; during a longitudinal

seismic excitation, it can be assumed that all piers have the

same displacement. Accordingly, the pier with the lower

displacement capacity will limit the maximum displace-

ment of the other piers and hence it will determine the

displacement of the whole bridge. This assumption is

crucial in order to simplify the process of the first-level

screening of existing bridges with potentially important

NLSSI effects.

Conversely, in transverse direction, a cumbersome

iterative procedure, based on eigenvalue analysis (Dwairi

& Kowalsky, 2006; Kowalsky, 2002), called iterative

eigenvalue analysis (IEA) has to be used. Hence, in this

step (S2), two different paths have to be followed for the

longitudinal and transversal directions, as summarised in

Figure 4. However, in both cases, a second iterative

procedure has to be performed for evaluating the influence

of NLSSI effects on the global behaviour of the bridge.

Since the focus is given in describing the novelty of

DDBA þ NLSSI, the introduction of the second iterative

procedure in the case of longitudinal seismic action will be

briefly described, and only the most significant differences

in the case of transversal action will be discussed.

S2.1 Derivation of the bridge displacement shape in

longitudinal direction

At the end of step 1, the converged total displacement

DTOT,i of each ith pier will be compared and, because of

the hypothesis of equal displacement of all the piers, the

smallest one will govern the analysis. This pier is regarded

as the critical pier, and the corresponding total displace-

ment, denoted as D, will restrict the displacement of other

piers.

S2.2 Second iterative NLSSI process

The critical pier displacement is the target total

displacement for all piers. NLSSI effects play an important

role in changing the overall displacement capacity of the

pier and foundation system compared with the fixed-base

case. In order to find for each pier and related foundation

the altered displacement corresponding to the target total

displacement, a second iterative NLSSI process has to be

performed, as described in the following steps:

(i) Since for each ith pier the total displacement is known

(DTOT,i ¼ D), the structural displacement DS,i is

determined as

DS;i ¼ D2 DF;i # DSL;i: ð6Þ

The maximum achievable displacement of each pier

is restricted by the limit state displacement DSL,i

calculated in step 1, and therefore, as a starting point

of the second iterative NLSSI process, the foundation

displacementDF,i is assumed to be equal toD 2 DSL,

i. If the total target displacement D is smaller than ith

pier’s limit state displacement, the foundation

displacement should start from zero.

(ii) The base shear Vi is evaluated from the computed

structural displacement DS,i by the bilinear force–

displacement curve of the ith pier obtained in step 1.

At this stage, however, the stability index of the

system uD,i, given by the ratio between the moment

due to P–D effect (MP–D,i) and overturning moment

Figure 3. Left: 2DOF system representative of a harmonic
oscillator subject to base acceleration and with rotational
compliance of the foundation. Right: equivalent SDOF
according to Priestley et al. (2007).



(OTMi), is calculated to determine if the P–D effect

influences the base shear force acting on each pier:

uD;i ¼ MP2D;i

OTMi

¼ ðmS;igÞDS;i

HiVi

: ð7Þ

where g is the standard gravity and mS,i is the mass of

the ith pier. If the stability index is.0.1 (Pettinga &

Priestley, 2007), a reduced base shear force should be

calculated according to (Priestley et al., 2007) the

following equations:

Vbase;i ¼ Vi 2 0:5
MP2D;i

Hi

; ð8Þ

Figure 4. Step 2: reduction of the bridge to a SDOF system.



otherwise

Vbase;i ¼ Vi: ð9Þ
(iii) Once the base shear for every pier is known, the

moment acting on the foundation due to the shear

force of the structure is expressed as

MF;i ¼ Vbase;iHi: ð10Þ
(iv) Foundation rotation ui of ith pier is computed from the

foundation displacement:

ui ¼ DF;i

Hi

: ð11Þ

Introducing the current value of rotation ui into the

foundation, secant stiffness degradation and damping

increase curves, KF,i and jF,i, are computed. The

moment due to the foundation rotation of all piers can

be easily calculated as follows:

MF;i ¼ KF;iui: ð12Þ
For each pier, the moments acting on the foundation

calculated with Equations (10) and (12) will be

compared. If the two values differ by ,1%, the

convergence is reached. Otherwise, the initial

assumed lateral displacement DF,i due to foundation

rotation in the beginning of the second iterative

NLSSI process will be slightly increased (i.e.

0.0001m) and will be used as starting value for a

new iteration of the process. Once the convergence on

the acting moment is obtained, the second iterative

NLSSI process is completed.

Typically, the convergence was achieved within five

iterations. At the end of the procedure, for the case of

seismic action in longitudinal direction, the following

quantities are known for the ith pier: total displacement,

Di ¼ D; structural displacement, DS,i; displacement due to

foundation rotation, DF,i; base shear, Vbase,i; foundation

rotational stiffness, KF,i; foundation rotational damping, jF,
i. With respect to step 1, a new value of ductility m ¼ DS,i/

DY,i is calculated; thus, according to Equations (1) and (5),

the structural damping jS,i and the equivalent damping jeq,i
are updated.

S2.3 Derivation of the bridge displacement shape in

transversal direction

In this case, the second NLSSI iterative procedure is

nested into IEA which has to be performed (S�adan et al.,

2012) to calculate the displacement shape of the bridge a

priori unknown. The main purpose of IEA is to compute

the displacement pattern of the bridge according to the first

mode shape, which means that only the critical pier will

experience the maximum possible displacement obtained

at the end of the first iterative NLSSI process.

Furthermore, the total displacement of the other piers

will be scaled down according to the mode shape. Once for

each pier and foundation system, the overall maximum

possible displacement Di is obtained, the second iterative

NLSSI process will be used for calculating the modified

pier displacement DS,i, base shear Vbase,i, foundation

displacement DF,i, foundation damping jF,i and rotational

stiffness KF,i, and the system equivalent stiffness (Keq,

i ¼ Vbase,i/Di) will be evaluated correspondingly.

The updated equivalent stiffness of each pier,

combined with that of the abutment and deck which are

assumed to remain elastic during the seismic action, is

used to carry out the next eigenvalue analysis. At the first

iteration, the pier stiffness values obtained from the first

iterative NLSSI process according to Equation (4) are used

for IEA. The iterative procedure will be continued till

there is no significant change in the displacement shape of

the bridge. IEA normally converges very quickly;

however, the inclusion of second iterative NLSSI process

may increase the calculation work. When the IEA þ -

second iterative NLSSI process is finished, the same pier

properties already described for the case of longitudinal

action are known.

S2.4 Attainment of equivalent SDOF properties

This is the characteristic step of direct displacement-based

approaches. The nonlinear multi-degree of freedom

system is converted into an SDOF with equivalent linear

properties, which are calculated by linearising the system

response at the maximum displacement. In the following,

the authors briefly recall the formula used for calculating

the SDOF properties, while they refer to S�adan et al.

(2012) for a detailed description of the procedure.

(i) Displacement capacity Dcap:

Dcap ¼
Pn

i¼1miD
2
iPn

i¼1miDi

; ð13Þ

where mi and Di, respectively, are the mass and

displacement of the ith significant mass location, i.e.

at the top of the piers and at the abutment. The

abutment mass is assumed equal to half of the weight

of the external spans.

(ii) Equivalent mass me:

me ¼
Pn

i¼1miDi

Dcap

: ð14Þ

(iii) Total base shear Vbase:

Vbase ¼ VA1 þ VA2 þ
Xn
i¼1

Vbase;i: ð15Þ



VA1 and VA2 are the base shears acting on the

abutments, and since the abutments are assumed to

remain elastic during the seismic excitation, they are

immediately calculated once the displacements (DA1

and DA2) are known.

(iv) Global system damping jsys:

jsys¼
VA1DA1jA1þVA2DA2jA2þ VA1þVA2ð ÞDcapjssþ

Pn
i¼1Vbase;iDijeq;i

VA1DA1þVA2DA2þ VA1þVA2ð ÞDcapþ
Pn

i¼1Vbase;iDi

:

ð16Þ

where jsys is calculated using a weighted average

based on the energy dissipated by different structural

elements. In particular, jA1 (jA2) is the elastic

damping of the abutment 1 (2), jss represents the

elastic damping assigned to the superstructure and

jeq,i is the equivalent viscous damping of the ith pier

calculated as described in the previous section.

(v) Effective stiffness Ke:

Ke ¼ Vbase

Dcap

: ð17Þ

(vi) Effective period Te:

Te ¼ 2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
me

Ke

r
: ð18Þ

2.3 Step 3: assessment of the bridge

Following S�adan et al. (2012), the assessment of the bridge

is performed using a simple pass/fail method based on

capacity/demand ratio:

C

D
¼ Dcap–el

Ddem–el

: ð19Þ

The equivalent elastic displacement demand Ddem-el is

figured out from the 5% damped elastic displacement

spectrum, selected on the basis of the studied limit state, in

accordance to the effective period Te. The elastic

displacement capacity of the equivalent SDOF system

Dcap-el is obtained from the previously calculated

displacement capacity Dcap using spectral reduction factor

(CEN, 2003) R as derived from the following equations:

R ¼ 0:07

ð0:02þ jsysÞ
� �0:5

; ð20Þ

Dcap–el ¼ Dcap

R
: ð21Þ

For the considered seismic action, the bridge is verified if

the ratio C/D is .1 and it will be much less prone to

failure, the higher the safety factor is.

3. Application of DDBA 1 NLSSI procedure to

hypothetical bridges

The proposed DDBA þ NLSSI procedure was applied to

several selected hypothetical cases characterised by

straight bridges with deck supported on bearings. Five

configurations are considered (Restrepo, 2006) to be

obtained from a reference geometry by varying the height

of the piers given in H unit. The latter is taken constant as

10m in this study. The reference geometry (Figure 5) is

characterised by six spans; the side span length is 40m,

whereas the middle span length is 50m. All piers are

single column resting on circular shallow foundations and

having constant height equal to H. From this geometry,

two symmetric configurations were derived with the

following pier height sequences: H–1.5H–2H–1.5H–H

and 2H–1.5H–H–1.5H–2H. Other two non-symmetric

configurations were considered varying the pier height:

2H–1.5H–H–H–1.5H and 2H–H–3H–2H–H.

The piers have a circular section with a diameter of

2m. A total number of 64 bars with 25mm diameter,

corresponding to an area equal to 1% of the section area,

are used as longitudinal reinforcements. The 10-mm-

diameter transverse reinforcement is spaced at 10 cm and

the cover concrete thickness is 6 cm. All sections have

been analysed considering unconfined concrete strength of

40MPa, confined concrete strength of 42.51MPa, steel

yield stress of 455MPa and fracture stress of 600MPa for

a fracture strain of 0.12. The Young’s modulus for

concrete and reinforcement is 30 and 200GPa, respect-

ively. Concrete material weight is 24 kN/m3. The deck has

a distributed weight of 175 kN/m and a moment of inertia

of 44.41m4 in both directions. The abutments have

effective elastic stiffness of 75,000 kN/m in both

directions. Following the simplified assumption of

40 m 50 m 50 m 50 m 50 m 40 m

A1 A2H H H H H

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Figure 5. Reference geometry from which five hypothetical bridge configurations, to be studied with DDBA þ NLSSI procedure, have
been extracted.



disregarding the deformation of the elastomeric bearings,

they are described as simple hinges (Botero, 2004). Dense

sand conditions are chosen for shallow foundations,

characterised by friction angle w ¼ 358, shear modulus

G ¼ 72MPa, Poisson’s ratio n ¼ 0.21, cohesion

c ¼ 45 kPa and shear wave velocity at ground surface

Vs ¼ 200m/s. The diameter of the circular shallow

foundation for 10 and 15m piers is 7m, whereas for 20

and 30m piers is 7.5m. Constant embedment depth is

selected as hF ¼ 1.5m.

The reliability of the results obtained by the DDBA þ -

NLSSI procedure was verified by performing incremental

dynamic analysis (IDA) (Vamvatsikos & Cornell, 2002).

IDA involves performing multiple nonlinear dynamic

analyses of a structural model under a suite of ground

motion records, which are scaled to several levels of

seismic intensity. The selected unscaled accelerograms

were compatible with the spectrum adopted in the

DDBA þ NLSSI procedure. For each intensity level and

corresponding scale factor considered, the maximum top

displacement of each pier was recorded and compared with

its displacement capacity from DDBA þ NLSSI analyses.

When one of the pier tops reached the displacement

capacity, the corresponding scale factor was recorded as

capacity/demand ratio to be compared with the obtained

DDBA þ NLSSI result. Moreover, the same configur-

ations were studied neglecting NLSSI and hence simply

using DDBA procedure, with the aim of evaluating the

influence of NLSSI in the assessment procedure.

3.1 Analysis background

The described DDBA þ NLSSI procedure was

implemented in a series of MathCAD subroutines.

Moment–curvature and force–displacement responses of

the piers were achieved using the cross-sectional analysis

program CUMBIA (Montejo & Kowalsky, 2007). The

finite-element program SeismoStruct (SeismoSoft, 2010),

capable of performing static and dynamic nonlinear

analyses of frame structures, was chosen to conduct IDA

runs. The material of reinforcing steel and concrete

followed the constitutive relationship proposed by Mene-

gotto and Pinto (1973) and Mander, Priestley, and Park

(1988), respectively. All pier sections were modelled using

the implicit beam-column fibre element with a discretisa-

tion of 200 fibres. Elastic beam elements were utilised to

represent the deck, while the abutments were modelled as

linear elastic spring elements in both directions. The

foundation system was modelled using the macro-element

developedbyCorreia (2011),which is capable of taking into

account NLSSI effects. For the macro-element parameter

calibration and implementation validation, the reader can

refer to Ni (2012). A tangent stiffness proportional damping

was employed in global stiffness settings.

Although suitable approaches to define displacement-

spectrum-compatible real acceleration time histories are in

progress (Smerzini, Paolucci, Galasso, & Iervolino, 2012),

for simplicity the authors selected seven artificial input

accelerograms for IDA generated by the SIMQKE code

(Carr, 2007) since their main purpose is the validation of the

procedure and they aimed at reducing possible sources of

variability of results. The accelerograms are compatiblewith

the Eurocode 8 (EC8) (CEN, 2003) design spectrumType 1,

considering a peak ground acceleration ag ¼ 0.5 g on soil

type B (Vs,30 between 360 and 760m/s). Displacement and

acceleration response spectra of each accelerogram were

derived utilising SeismoSignal (SeismoSoft, 2011). The

mean of the seven spectra is displayed in Figure 6 along with

EC8 elastic spectrum for 5% damping level.

3.2 Results for DDBA 1 NLSSI procedure in
longitudinal and transversal directions

The procedure was applied considering both longitudinal

and transversal seismic actions for significant damage

limit state. The corresponding material strains for concrete

and steel were calculated as 0.0071 and 0.072,

respectively, according to the formula proposed by
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Priestley et al. (2007). Moment–curvature analysis was

performed for each pier when force–displacement

bilinearised curve (Table 3) was derived in accordance

with plastic hinge concept. The shear strength of all piers

was found to be large enough to ensure full flexural

response, according to the modified UCSD model

(Priestley et al., 1996). In the following step, bridges

were transformed into equivalent SDOF systems, and

finally, the capacity/demand ratios were determined. The

results of the calculations are given in Tables 4 and 5 for

the longitudinal and transversal directions, respectively.

IDA was performed for all the selected cases to verify

DDBA þ NLSSI results with respect to capacity/demand

ratios. The use of artificial accelerograms strongly reduced

the variability of nonlinear time-history analyses results;

however, some dispersion among the results in terms of C/

D was still present, which was taken into account for the

validation of the methodology. For this reason, in the

comparison between DDBA þ NLSSI and IDA results,

both the IDA C/D ratio mean value and the range of IDA

C/D ratio ^ standard deviation were considered. The

standard deviation s and coefficient of variation cv of the

Side piers Mid-piers

Units (m/kN/ton) 10m 15m 20m 10m 15m 20m 30m

FY 1837.3 1227.46 925.23 1886.37 1262.8 953.63 639.31
FU 1829.63 1225.86 920.21 1874.4 1249.32 939.84 631.52
DY 0.084 0.185 0.325 0.084 0.185 0.326 0.723
DU* 0.263 0.545 0.928 0.259 0.536 0.912 1.955

*Significant damage limit state displacement corresponds to the calculated ultimate value.

Table 4. Results of the DDBA þ NLSSI procedure for the longitudinal response of the studied bridges.

Units (m/kN/ton) Bridge 1 Bridge 2 Bridge 3 Bridge 4 Bridge 5

D 0.371 0.373 0.371 0.371 0.371
jsys (%) 6.5 5.9 5.7 5.9 5.7
Te 1.108 1.133 1.146 1.132 1.153
Dcap-el 0.408 0.397 0.389 0.395 0.390
Ddem-el 0.237 0.243 0.245 0.243 0.247
C/D 1.721 1.634 1.583 1.629 1.578

Table 5. Results of the DDBA þ NLSSI procedure for the transversal response of the studied bridges.

Units (m/kN/ton) Bridge 1 Bridge 2 Bridge 3 Bridge 4 Bridge 5

M (%) 78.4 78.8 80.8 80.1 78.6
jsys (%) 14.1 12.5 11.0 12.0 11.4
Te 2.32 3.691 2.848 2.626 3.295
Dcap-el 0.444 0.944 0.406 0.424 0.490
Ddem-el 0.497 0.791 0.61 0.563 0.706
C/D 0.893 1.194 0.666 0.753 0.695

Table 6. Comparison of IDA and DDBA þ NLSSI results for the longitudinal response of the studied bridges.

Method

IDA DDBA þ NLSSI

Bridges C/D s cv C/D ^ s range C/D Difference Error (%)

Bridge 1 1.650 0.139 0.084 1.502 2 1.928 1.721 0.071 4.30
Bridge 2 1.679 0.222 0.132 1.461 2 2.035 1.634 0.045 2.70
Bridge 3 1.619 0.215 0.133 1.363 2 1.879 1.583 0.036 2.24
Bridge 4 1.690 0.175 0.104 1.492 2 1.943 1.629 0.061 3.61
Bridge 5 1.535 0.185 0.120 1.276 2 1.794 1.578 0.043 2.77
Error level (%) 0–5 5–10 10–15 15–20 .20

Table 3. Force–displacement responses of the piers of the studied straight bridges with deck supported on bearings.



results were calculated as follows:

s ¼
Xn
i¼1

ðxi 2 xmÞ2 and cv ¼ s

xm
; ð22Þ

where xi is the C/D ratio for the ith accelerogram and xm is

the mean of the C/D ratios of all accelerograms.

In particular, as shown in Tables 6 and 7, where

longitudinal and transversal results are summarised, for

each studied case, the C/D ratio obtained with DDBA þ -

NLSSI was written in italic if it fit in the range of IDA C/D

ratio ^ s, if it did not fit it was written in bold, whereas the
percentage error between the mean values of C/D ratio was

calculated and classified with a grey colour scale

according to the magnitude. In both longitudinal and

transversal cases, DDBA þ NLSSI results are consistent

with those of IDA since the largest error is ,6% and all

DDBA þ NLSSI C/D ratios are within the range of IDAC/

D ratios ^ s.
All selected bridges have a safety factor with respect to

a potential longitudinal seismic risk .1.5 (see Table 6).

This is probably due to present limitations of the process,

and, in particular, to the fact that only the attainment of the

maximum displacement capacity of one of the piers is

assumed as possible failure mode for the bridge.

Nevertheless, along their longitudinal direction, bridges

Table 7. Comparison of IDA and DDBA þ NLSSI results for the transversal response of the studied bridges.

Method

IDA DDBA þ NLSSI

Bridges C/D s cv C/D ^ s range C/D Difference Error (%)

Bridge 1 0.893 0.086 0.097 0.759 2 0.993 0.893 0.000 0.00
Bridge 2 1.177 0.141 0.120 0.974 2 1.341 1.194 0.017 1.47
Bridge 3 0.641 0.089 0.138 0.551 2 0.805 0.666 0.025 3.97
Bridge 4 0.798 0.133 0.166 0.647 2 0.985 0.753 0.045 5.63
Bridge 5 0.683 0.099 0.144 0.585 2 0.876 0.695 0.012 1.69
Error level (%) 0–5 5–10 10–15 15–20 .20
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Figure 7. The resultant displacement shapes in transversal direction from DDBA þ NLSSI procedure for the studied bridges.



are more often subjected to deck or girder failures because

of insufficient seating space, bearing failures, absence of

shear keys, abutments failure, etc. Further developments

for overcoming these limitations are under development.

However, at this stage, the aim (that led to the specific

simple examples) was not to apply the procedure to a real

bridge but to verify that the procedure, under the

considered assumptions, gives coherent results.

In the transversal direction, the bridges have worst

performance: in four of the five cases, the capacity is lower

than the demand, i.e. bridges 1, 3, 4 and 5 are prone to

failure for significant damage limit state. This may be

attributed to the fact that plastic hinge formation and the

following attainment of the maximum displacement

capacity of one of the piers is one of the most common

reasons of collapse in case of transversal response. There

is also a higher variability in the error as well as in the

safety factor values (Table 7), which is due to the fact that

deriving the displacement shape for the evaluation of the

bridge displacement capacity is more complex and is

affected by changes in bridge pier heights. The

displacement shapes and the critical piers obtained from

the application of IEA þ second iterative NLSSI process

are plotted in Figure 7. It can be easily noticed that, in all

the cases, the NLSSI identifies the critical pier as the

shortest one among the three central piers: in bridges 1, 3,

4 and 5, the critical pier has height equal to 10m (H),

whereas in bridge 2, it has height equal to 15m (1.5H).

Moreover, NLSSI allows the critical pier to reach a

displacement greater than the limit state displacement DSL

calculated as in sub-step S1.1 and reported in Table 3.

During IDA in transversal direction, once the mean

value of capacity/demand ratios is evaluated, it is applied

as scale factor to the set of previously used accelerograms,

and new nonlinear time-history analyses are performed for

each bridge. The mean value of the obtained displacement

profile envelopes is used for comparison with the resultant

displacement shapes from DDBA þ NLSSI analysis

(Figure 8). The good agreement between the results is

mainly due to the fact that, for all the cases, the dynamic

behaviour is dominated by the first mode shape (also the

mass participation factor of the first mode in transversal

directions is always around 80%, as shown in Table 5);

thus, the IEA procedure is able to fit accurately the final

displacement shape. Moreover, the prevalence of the first

mode implies a higher displacement demand in the central

piers. Accordingly, the cases with C/D ratios less than one

are those where the pier with height equal to H is in the
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central zone. In particular, the worst cases correspond to

bridges 3 and 5, where higher piers are at the two sides of

the critical one (1.5H–H–1.5H and 2H–H–3H, respect-

ively). This remark highlights the strict relationship

between the failure mode due to the attainment of the

maximum displacement capacity and bridge geometry.

Finally, for the seismic action in transversal direction,

the same bridge configurations were studied using DDBA

under the hypothesis of fixed-base piers. Table 8 compares

the DDBA and DDBA þ NLSSI procedure results. It is

interesting to notice that in all the cases, the NLSSI has

beneficial effects since it increases the equivalent period of

the SDOF system and, accordingly, its capacity as well.

The displacement shapes and the critical piers obtained

from the application of IEA for DDBA are plotted in

Figure 9. It can be observed that in contrast to the case of

DDBA þ NLSSI, the critical pier is always the shortest

pier (H ¼ 10m). From the comparison between IDA and

DDBA (Table 9), it results that the maximum error is

slightly higher than in the case of DDBA þ NLSSI (6.6%

vs 5.6%) and it refers to the third bridge, whereas in the

case of DDBA þ NLSSI, it was found for the fourth

bridge. This is a direct indication that taking into account

NLSSI effects may also affect the assessment results in

terms of selection of the more vulnerable bridge.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the authors have developed a practical, but

also sufficiently accurate, seismic assessment procedure

for multi-span reinforced concrete bridges, based on

DDBA þ NLSSI. Although limited in this paper to

hypothetical simple bridge configurations, its application

to an existing bridge (Ni, 2012), not presented herein for

brevity, confirmed the presented satisfactory results.

Nevertheless, several limitations are still present in the

procedure: (i) the application is limited to simple straight-

bridge configurations, with single-column piers and

continuous deck supported on bearings or monolithically

connected with the piers without expansion/seismic gaps;

(ii) the failure is controlled by the attainment of maximum

displacement capacity of one of the piers, whereas other

modes of failure, e.g. involving deck, abutment, bearings

and soil–foundation, are neglected; (iii) the NLSSI effects

are presently limited to the case of shallow foundations on

sand, while extension to deep foundations is still in

progress; (iv) the influence of higher modes is neglected;

(v) base-isolated bridges are not considered. Obviously, as

previously discussed, these limitations influence the

results of the procedure. In particular, they affect the

safety factor and hence all the considered bridge

configurations have a safe longitudinal response (C/

D . 1), whereas they are prone to failure in transversal

direction (C/D , 1 for all bridges except from bridge 2).T
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Moreover, although NLSSI was found to have beneficial

effects in all the cases as it has led to reduction in pier

ductility demand, on the other hand, it has also increased

the total displacement with potential harmful effects for

the deck or the connection between pier and deck.

However, owing to the initial stage of this research,

preference is given to keep the procedure as simple as

possible to highlight its main steps and to validate it

without introducing too many sources of uncertainty.

Furthermore, while part of the previous limitations can be

overcome without undermining the need of simplicity, it is

believed that the main field of application of the proposed

procedure should be the first-level screening of existing

bridges with potentially important NLSSI effects. Hence,

it can be utilised as an efficient tool for a quick and

adequately accurate assessment of existing bridges in

order to prioritise maintenance actions. After the selection

of structures at risk, a second and more accurate

assessment should be performed accounting for structural,

foundation and interaction modelling in a more elaborate

manner to capture their true dynamic nonlinear response.

Finally, it is noted that the simplicity of the procedure
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Figure 9. The resultant displacement shapes in transversal direction from DDBA procedure for the studied bridges with fixed base
conditions.

Table 9. Comparison of IDA and DDBA results for the transversal response of the studied bridges.

Method

IDA DDBA

Bridges C/D C/D range C/D Difference Error (%)

Bridge 1 0.692 0.559–0.792 0.708 0.016 2.31
Bridge 2 0.966 0.846–1.146 1.003 0.037 3.79
Bridge 3 0.491 0.401 20.655 0.523 0.032 6.62
Bridge 4 0.589 0.412–0.735 0.599 0.010 1.68
Bridge 5 0.497 0.430–0.573 0.519 0.022 4.32
Error level (%) 0–5 5–10 10–15 15–20 .20



supports its application in the framework of probabilistic
performance-based approaches to risk assessment, allow-
ing bridge engineers to perform fast parametric analyses
for calibration of fragility curves.
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